Thank you for purchasing or renting professional products provided by Atlanta Special FX®. Before you begin using
your new product, please read the following setup instructions

CONFETTIZOOKA®

______________________________________________
1. First unpack your box and read all instructions. If instruction manual is missing please refer to
our website at https://www.atlspecialfx.com/pages/support
2. Your product may, or may not have included high pressure hose. If ordered separately please
know ATL SPECIAL FX® warranty is only valid when used with ATL SPECIAL FX® approved supplies
and accessories. (Strap in photo not included with all models.)
3. Next locate your ConfettiZooka® and inspect for damages. If there are noticeable damages to
the product or accessories, do not use, and immediately send back to the manufacturer.
4. Once inspected now you may begin assembly and prepare for use.
5. Attach (a.) silver end of your supply hose to the (b.) inlet fitting on bottom of the
ConfettiZooka® handle using a small adjustable wrench (not included) Ensure fitting is secure.
6. Next make sure you are using a NON‐SIPHON CO2 tank. DO NOT USE Liquid CO2, nor use the
ConfettiZooka® with an upside‐down tank. You do not want fog plumes exiting the gun while in
use. This unit is designed for shooting confetti and other safe paper products.
7. Now that you are using the correct tank, locate the (c.) white/black nylon washer attached to
the (d.) Gold CGA 320 Adapter on the other end of your supply hose.
8. Place washer inside the CGA 320 Nut before attaching to CO2 tank.
9. With washer in place, hand tighten the Gold CGA 320 nut on to the CO2 tank.
10. Once nut is secure, use an adjustable wrench to firmly secure to tank.
11. With all supply line ends securely attached you may now pressurize the unit by opening the
valve on top the CO2 tank.
12. Listen closely for leaks. If you hear no leaks, then your ConfettiZooka® is ready for use.
13. Simply load a few handfuls of tissue or Mylar confetti directly in to the open end of the tube. DO
NOT OVERFILL OR PACK CONFETTI IN TUBE AS THIS MAY CAUSE THE UNIT NOT TO OPERATE.
14. Aim your ConfettiZooka® in a safe direction (never directly at people, animals, or objects)
15. Squeeze the trigger on the hand assembly and your confetti will be blasted out along with a loud
rush of air.
a. Tip: The higher you aim in the air. The higher and farther the confetti will travel
16. Repeat until tank is empty or until you have achieved desired effect.
a. Tip: Do Not Squeeze Trigger for Longer Than 5‐10 Seconds at a Time
17. Once finished close the CO2 tank and squeeze trigger for a few seconds until you no longer hear
air being released. Now you can disassemble the attached hose on both ends and store safely.

Disclaimer: By using these special effects equipment for intended purpose, you acknowledge you are knowledgeable and
experienced for proper operation. DO NOT MODIFY IN ANY WAY! DO NOT AIM DIRECTLY AT HUMANS, ANIMALS, OR
ANYTHING THAT COULD BE DAMAGED FROM AIR AND CONFETTI
©ATL SPECIAL FX
For other safety suggestions please visit https://www.atlspecialfx.com/pages/co2‐safety‐tips

